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Abstract : 

A semi-empirical interaction is used to calculate 
higher order corrections to the binding energies of even-even nuclei 
close to the line of stability. These corrections are taken to come 
from two phonon configurations and are treated as a perturbation 
with respect to the BCS nuclear ground state which is obtained from 
applying the energy density method to finite nuclei. The overall 
correspondance between theory and experiment for the 60 nuclei 
calculated between A-52 and A-234 is good, w.'.tb excellent agreement 
for the non-deformed nuclei situated within the regions A=72 to 
144 and A=200 to 212. The large correction energies (several MeV 
per nucleus on the average) indicate that these correlations are 
of importance for explaining nuclear binding energies and that it 
is necessary to include them within the energy functional itself. 
The fact that these correlations come almost exclusively from 
nucléons close to the fermi surface is also discussed. 



Previous calculations ( 1 ' 2 1 have shown that the gross 

properties of many nuclei accross the periodic table can be reasona

bly accounted for by extending the Brueckner formulation of the 

energy density method to include shell effects in finite nuclei. 

The energy density is calculated using an effective interaction and 

the nuclear ground states are described in terms of a product of 

neutron and proton BCS-wavefunctions in a spherical basis. The total 

energy is then minimized with respect to both the effective single-

particle orbitals and their corresponding occupation numbers. 

Here we report on improvements to this picture by 

taking into account, for even-even nuclei along the line of stability, 

contributions from higher order configurations. We treat these 

corrections within the framework of perturbation theory as a preli

minary step towards a more complete formulation of the problem. 

Since the variational principle used above leads to a set of Hartree-

Fock-BCS equations, our BCS ground state is stable with respect to 

one-particle one-hole (or one phonon } excitations to begin with. We 

therefore assume that the dominant higher order corrections to the 

BCS state will come from two phonon configurations. We take each 

phonon to have spin and parity J1r»2 and couple them together to give 

zero total angular momentum. For our two-body residual interaction/ 

we use a simple ad hoc parametrization of the two body matrix elements. 

This parametrization involves one prescription for all nuclei with 

a single free parameter which is fixed once and for all. 

The calculation itself involves evaluating matrix 

elements of the form 

<BCS|Va*ŒgaiaJ|BCS> - n T j <^B mA r oB' J m > <^a^b" ma" mb'J-m><JJm-m|00> 

tH^.V^ m's 

f-i)3*"'"3 <-i) J b~'° b <Bcs|va££c£ai|BCS> 



where n=f t l + <5.B)Û+6 fa) I " ' « The labels, A,B,a,b represent single-

particle orbitals in the spherical representation n,*,j,nift and 

where â, b are the time reversed states of a, b. The a 's are single 

quasi-particle creation operators which act ou the BCS ground state 

and are coupled, via the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients* to give two 

phonons of J n=2 which arc then coupled to zero. The constraint that 
* A + * B *a + J lb (-1) * =(-l) =1 insures that the phonons are of positive parity. 

To evaluate this matrix element we must first rewrite 

the two-body interaction given in second-quanti2ed notation as 

V = T 23 ̂ M*! W , (2) 

a6y6 

in terms of. guaBl-particle creation and annihilation operators. This 
(2) 

is done by using the restricted Bogoliubov-valatin transformation 

£ = 0„ <£ + s„ V„ a- ,,, 
a a a a a a \3i 

where s a=(-l)
 B °. 

Substituting eqs.O) into eq. (2) it can be readily 

seen that the only term which can connect the two phonon states to 

the BCS ground state is given by 

"04 = 7 2j < a B | * y i l V « VB DY U« °S °B "« aT (4' 
4 aBY« 

The V r etc. are the occupation numbers associated with the state a, 

and U*+v'"I. Substituting this into eq.(1) we obtain 



BCS[Va^a±oe|BCS> = 
*>& 

• " / < î ^ t < ( i a V > l ( W m V a V A V < < W m l W C : U V m

> a V A 0 A 

• m - ^ . j ^ i M iw>i>* v.v*"b-<v; l>ïi«i'vi1>J.VA ,v^<-» lA' , 3B*3"+3b 

• 'Jbi;,>»i«i»A3;1»,>« V B V * * - » a : , b >> 

In deriving this expression we have used the defini-
(3) 

tions of the jj-coupled two-body matrix elements given by Gillet' '. 

It should be mentioned that since for non-magic nuclei there is no 

sharp ferml surface within the context of this formalism, and nance 

no strictly occupied or unoccupied levels, the roles of particle 

and hole levels are completely interchangeable. Therefore our 

interaction includes particle-particle, hole-hole, and particle-

hole type Interactions in which the particles and holes need not 

necessarily belong to different n,£,j levels. 

The only constraint on the levels A,B,a,b is that 

we require that A,B^a,b or a,b ; these must belong to different 

n,t,j levels for any giventwo -phonon state a£o£a|-ag|BCS>. This 

constraint allows us to make the statement that 
a K a a a b l B C S > = c ' | B C S > 6 Â B 6 5 b + C 2 ° i a E l B C S > s Â B + c K a A l B C S > * i r b 

+ C a*c£a±a±|BC8> 

where the C's are constants ; functions of U and V. 

If we now set the two-quasipartlcle states equal to 

zero (as they correspond to one phonon excitations with respect to 

which our Hartree-Fock-BCS ground state is stable) and orthonormalize 

the remaining terms on the right hand side with respect to the BCS 

state, we obtain : 
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a A a B a a a h i S C S > O R T H O G = a A a B a H l B C S > = : 

V a V»b a + + * + | B C S > 

V* 'BPB ̂ a V V 
Hence our two-phonon states are, within this formalism, reqoriously 

equivalent to two-particle two-hole excitations on the Hartree-Fock 

BC5 ground state. 

T O parametrize the two body interaction we write the 

antisynuTietrized matrix elements as : 

I«(J.VÏI»I<W;Ï>J -« v«v« '*„«,,.v**i 
zif z« 

(6) 

K'V^MHA"1*- " G v«v» '**«*.*„«, 

Here G I s a constant , the one free parameter. The 6-functions on 

the t isospin numbers simply insure change-conservation where 

t =-l /2 and +1/2 for neutrons and protons respect ively . 

Subs t i tu t ing these into eq.(5) we obtain the f i na l form of our para

metrized matrix element 

<BCS|V «+oJ4o±|BCS>= - /2J+Ï [G O U V ^ I I W J ' B 1 

t 2 a t +t t +t - nIi+(-D A 3 B 3 a bI « t + t t + t 

tzA + tzB' tza + tzb tza + tzB' tza + tzb 

+ nli-l) A B + (-D a b l« h + t t + t > 
tza + tzA' tzb + tzB 

The total ground state energy is then given by 



where out to second order in per turbat ion theory 

|<BCS|V q ^ t t g ^ | B C f l > | 2 

Ta V E B + E a + E b 
a r b 

Here the E,, E„, etc. are the single quasi-particle 

energies given relative to the BCS ground state. The summation runs 

over all single particle levels n,i#j*tz which conform to the cons

traints on angular momentum, parity* and charge conservation which 

we have imposed. In actually performing the calculation, however, 

we restricted our space to those single particle levels, ct, where 

the corresponding V? or u* were between 0*99 and 0.01. This is more 

or less equivalent to requiring that E < 6 MeV or so. This is quite 

a good approximation in that over 904 of the contributions to AE 

come from configurations within this truncated space. The parameter 

G was chosen in such a way as to minimize the mean square differences 

between theory and experiment for the binding energies of 33 spheri

cal nuclei between A=72 and 144 and A=200 and 212. This gives a value 

of G=5.l44 MeV. 

The results of these calculations are shown in fig.l 

where we have plotted/ for the ground state energies, the quantities 

Egjjp-(EBCS+AE) and
 EEXP" EBCS" H e r e' EEXP i s t* i e e x P e r l l t t e x i t a l ground state 

energy taken from ref.4, ^ B C S is the energy of the BCS ground state 

calculated using the method given in ref.l, and ÙE is the perturbation 

correction of eq.(8). As one can see, for the regions of nuclei near 

spherical equilibrium shapes, the agreement between theory and expe

riment is indeed excellent. The mean energy difference for the 
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corrected ground states and experiment is only -0.04 MeV for 33 

of the spherical nuclei calculated with a root mean quadratic 

deviation of 0.52 MeV. In the deformed regions, A=l50 to 198 and 

A>212, we still obtain a quite significant improvement over the 

BCS results. However, here we do not expect to obtain good agreement 

with experiment due to our spherical basis and perturbation appro

ximation. 

The overall effect of mixing in two-phonon states 

is to increase the total binding energy of the nuclei we have calcu

lated by an average of several MeV or so accross the periodic table. 

These large contributions from ÛE suggest that there is a change in 

the average field itself and that our perturbation approach is 

inadequate. Instead, our interaction should be included within the 

energy functional itself and treated in the same self-consistent 

fashion as the other terms of the effective interaction. This work 

will be carried out in a future paper. 

As for the parametrized interaction itself, it is 

seen that it contributes almost exclusively to surface effects as 

over 90% of the contributions to AE come from the 4 or 5 neutron 

and/or proton single-particle levels surrounding the fermi surface. 

This follows directly from the form of the interaction, since rela

tive to a BCS type basis, it Is simply a product of occupation 

amplitudes, ^ a

v

a / multiplied by an overall strength constant G 

{see eq.(7)). This prescription is also quite sensitive to the 

diffuseness of the fermi surface (a3 expressed, for example, by 

the gap energy fi ) . it becomes stronger, that is more particles 

contribute, as the fermi surface becomes more diffuse ; hence the 

very large contributions from ÛE in the A-150 to 198 region. For 

a sharp fermi surface, as in doubly magic nuclei, it gives no contri

bution. 
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B. 

As concerns the strength of the parametrized interac

tion itself, we can evaluate the right hand sides of eqs.<6> to 

determine the values of the two-body matrix elements. Using G=5.141 MeV 

112 

and the fact that in sn, for example/ the root mean square value of 

Û u V V. is 0.08 close to the fermi surface (where these matrix elements 
Q H y 0 ••- — 

contribute)» we get an r.m.s. jj-coupled two-body matrix element . 

of the order of 0.41 HeV. This value is very reasonable/ and when 

taken in conjunction with the encouraging results displayed in fig.l, 

it suggests that this ad hoc parametriaation may be related to 

something more fundamental» 

Future work is planned for expressing this interaction 

in terms of an energy density and thereby including; it within the 

energy functional itself. Hopefully this will improve agreement with 

experiment/ particularly in the deformed region, for the absolute 

nuclear binding energies and also improve the model's ability to 

reproduce data sensitive to nuclear surface properties as well. 
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Figure Caption 

Figure l Differences between theory and experiment for 
nuclear ground state energies. EEJ.p is the experi-

(41 mental ground state energy s*', ^ c s i s t h e H a r t r e e ~ 
Fock-BCS ground state energy calculated using the 
method of ref.(1), and AE is the perturbation 
correction from two-phonon configurations using 
the semi-empirical interaction of eg.(7). 
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